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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In a search for ways of perpetuating essential values
in a free society, citizens and educators have come to realize
that their greatest resource lies in the talents of young
people.
Leadership of society must be developed from the
excellent minds of students in the schools.

This leadership

will be nurtured by inducing an insight into human relationships and by giving an understanding of the background of
cherished American institutions.
I•

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

This work is based on the

conviction that teachers of social studies are conscious of
an obligation to fill the needs of gifted students for
enrichment in breadth of subject matter and intensification
of experience in their study of American history.
Importance of the study.

The curriculum supplement

is designed to:
1.

Introduce gifted students to the works of
historians generally accepted as authorities in
their respective fields;
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2.

Give students an appreciation of the meticulous
work of historical research;

3.

Develop an appreciation of the superior use of the
English language as employed by historians of
recognized literary merit;

4.

Broaden the knowledge of American history beyond
the limits of text book and class work required
of the average student;

5.

Provide an insight into the complex interplay of
forces in a democracy that constantly shape
American society; and

6.

Provide an appreciation of American society that
functions within the framework of a written
constitution.

II.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This honors curriculum supplement in American History
is limited to the work of the first semester.

It provides

enrichment reading to accompany each study unit, each reading
having been choosen as appropriate to the needs of the students
qualifying for the honors class.
The West Valley High School American History Curriculum
Guide details the basic course of study and furnishes a list
of films, filmstrips, pamphlets, globes, and maps that are used;
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therefore, there is no need to repeat such a list in the
honors supplement.
III.

DEFINITIONS OF THE TERMS USED

An honors curriculum.

This is a course of study with

enriched content designed to challenge the abilities of the
above-average student in secondary schools.
A curriculum supplement.

This consists of enrichment

material added to the basic course of study together with the
classroom procedures to implement its use.
IV.

ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

The present chapter presents the problem and an explanation as to why it is considered important and gives
limitations of the study and definitions of terms.

Chapter

II will deal with a review of recent selected literature pertaining to the trends and history of honors programs.
Chapter III, concerned with the honors curriculum
supplement,will begin with a short introduction designed to
indicate the intended specific use.

Also included will be

the units, with objectives and procedures for attaining them.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This brief chapter is a review of recent literature
dealing with various methods of extending curriculum content
for gifted students.

Advocates for enrichment of curriculum

for the academically able within the regular classroom feel
that the social and academic advancement of both the gifted
and the average young person are better served in heterogeneous grouping (2:17).

Others who have surveyed and

investigated methods of providing for gifted students of the
secondary schools give homogeneous grouping, or honors
classes, their support (12:78).
Also, a group of about two hundred educfJ,tors and laymen with special backgrounds of knowledge of gifted students,
meeting in Washington, D.C. under the sponsorship of the
National Education Association and the chairmanship of James
B. Conant, gave ap1.!roval to special grouping of talented

youth (12:118).

Others who have supported this position are

Dorothy Norris, Directing Supervisor of the Major Work
Clas:c,es of the Cleveland High Schools, and the National
Council for the Social Studies (5:368).
Recent literature on the content of the social studies
has exhibited a notable similarity in recommendation that
stress should be placed on seeking patterns of development
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of American institutions and on making generalizations from
the particulars of the study (14:33-35).

CHAPTER III
THE SUGGESTED HONORS SUPPLEMENT
I.

INTRODUCTION

An opportunity to use talent in the social studies is
being offered the juniors of West Valley High School by
means of a curriculum supplement planned to encompass wide
reading (4:369-70) and varied approaches to learning.

This

curriculum supplement includes units of study, techniques for
their presentation, and an annotated list of readings.
A student of superior academic ability is identified
as such and recommended for the honors class by his standing
in the West Valley testing program (11:1), by teacher recommendation, and by a faculty evaluation made with the aid of
his permanent record.
The class enrollment is limited to twenty students to
enable the teacher to assign and evaluate individual work.
The small class provides an opportunity for each student to
benefit from the experience of sharing results of his research
with the other members of the class by means of oral reports,
panel discussions, informal debates, and general discussion.
The philosophy followed is that of homogeneous grouping as
presented in Chapter II.
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The administration and faculty of the West Valley High
School are desirous of putting into effect an honors program
in the social studies because of their conviction, as expressed
through the 1960-61 Social Studies Curriculum Committee, that
it is an obligation of the school to develop those talents
which appear to best express themselves in social understandings and leadership.

The need for engineers of society is

felt to be at least equal to that of engineers of inanimate
energy.
The West Valley students use the text Our Free Nation,
by Portwood and Maguire, published by Macmillan and Company

of New York.

The honors supplement, however, may be used

with any secondary text on American history.

The curriculum

guide is one developed by the West Valley Curriculum Com.rr:ittee
for the Social Studies.

The honors class will follow the

basic curriculum and, in addition, will fulfill the requirements of the honors supplement, designed to enrich and
broaden concepts and understandings of American origins and
institutions.
Directed toward accomplishing that purpose, this curriculum supplement is arranged in numbered study units followed by annotated lists of readings bearing corresponding
numbers.
It is hoped that the following curriculum offering
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will be of value to other schools planning honors courses in
American history.

II.

UNIT I:

PERIOD OF EXPLORATION
PROCEDURES

OBJECTIVES
1.

Appreciation of historians'

The teacher explains the

use of original sources.

use of original sources and

Realization of how various

their availibility.

historians, using the same

selections in this section

sources, differ in their

are read by entire class.

All

recapitulations of the
same event.
2.

Making an oral critique of

Reading is done by entire

the historian's way of

class and followed with a

handling his material.

discussion of how the
historian handled his material in the light of the
previous lesson.

3.

Extending the students'

Each of the ten readings is

knowledge of the familiar

assigned to a different

stories of the early

student.

explorers.

suggestions on how to preserve

Assignment contains

the drama of the narratives
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OBJECTIVES

PROCEDURES
by retaining the style of
the author.

4.

Opportunity to acquire more

Individual reading for

information on a topic of

information on history of

special interest.

Cherokee nation.
Evaluation: conference or
report.

5.

A feeling for the appear-

Discussion planned to give

ance of the North American

students insight into the

continent before the coming

breath-taking beauty of

of the white man.

unexplored wilderness
landscapes.

Teacher brings

and displays Alfred Jacob
Miller paintings from Across
The~ Missouri by Bernard
De Voto listed in the annotated readings, Unit VIII.
Annotated Readings
1.

Stefansson, Vilhjalmur. Great Adventures and Explorations:
From the Earliest Times to the Present~ told bi the
~orers Themselves. New York: The Dial'""Fe°ss, 1947.
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Readings:

2.

1.

Saga of Erick the Red. pp. 121-143. The translation is from that version of the saga which was
published at Reykjavik in 1935 by Hid Islenzka
Fornritafelag.

2.

Voyage of Vasco de Gama. Pl'. 163-188. A journal
kept by an unknown member of the expedition. The
translation into English is by Ravenstein.

3.

First Voyage of Christopher Columbus. pp. 195-221.
The excerpts from the journal of Colurrilius are
signed El Almirante.

4.

Magellan and the Circumnavigation of the World.
pp. 242-265. This account was written by Antonio
Pigafetta, an Italian who has left the best history
of the voyage. The translation appears in
Pinkerton's Voyages Around the World: London,
1812.
-

McCurdy, James G. J2y_ ~ de Fuca' s Strait.
Binford and Mort, 1937.

Portland:

Readings:
1.

The exploration of the Northwest coast of North
America. pp. 3-6. The story of Juan de Fuca
who gave his name to the straits.

2.

Discovery of Puget Sound. pp. 8-10. Vancouver's
voyage of discovery and the naming of Port Discovery
Bay, Protection Island, Mt. Rainer and Port Townshend. (Townsend)

Devoto, Bernard. The Course of Empire.
Mifflin Co., 19',2.°

Boston:

Houghton

Readings:
1.

The wanderings of Cabeza de Vaca. pp. 8-21.
This incredible tale of adventure in America in
1536 will introduce the student to one of the most
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able and meticulous of our contemporary historians.
2.

The explorations of DeSoto. pp. 23-31. This
reading amplifies considerably the information
given in texts. This reading is to be followed
by one from Donald Davidson to be entered later.
Search for Cibola~ pp. 31-48. Coronado's
exploration of the New Mexico region and his
penetration of the enterior of North America as
far as Kansas.

4.

4.

The search for the Straits of Anian. pp. 56-64.
The attempts of the English, French and Spanish
navigators to find a water passage through the
continent.

5.

Voyages of John Cabot. pp. 90-96. Followed by
Champlain's explorations. An explanation of the
Algonquins alliance with the French and the
Iroquois alliance with the English.

6.

French begin to profit from furs
into the interior. pp. 99-111.
and Sieur Des Groseilliers. The
of dictatorial government by the
Arrival of Frontenac.

7.

River voyages of Margu.ette and Joliet.
122.

8.

Founding of the Hudson's Bay Company. pp. 122127. More information on these preceding topics
to be taken from the Canadian historian Bruce
Hutchinson.

9.

LaSalle's descent of the Mississippi. pp. 131140. Canada linked with Louisiana and the French
empire in the New World completed.

10.

The coureur de bois. pp. 140-156. The system of
harvesting furs that was managed with such skill
by the French. The maps of Erwin Raisz add much
to the reading.

Davidson, Donald.

and to travel
Pierre Radisson
establishment
Intendant Talon.

The Tennessee Volume I:

pp. 112-

The Old River:
-
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Frontier to Session.
1946.
-

New York:

Rinehart and Co.,

Readings:

5.

1.

DeSoto's exploration in the region of the Tennessee
river. pp. 27-36.

2.

Further readings of this entire book is suggested,
for students interested in the history of the
Cherokee nation.

Banta, R. E.
1949.

The Ohio.

New York:

Rinehart and Co.,

Readings:
1.

Indian tribes of the Ohio valley. pp. 7-43.
Reconstruction of the days before the coming of
Europeans.

2.

Further reading on LaSalle.
III.

UNIT II:

PERIOD OF COLONIZATION

OBJECTIVES
1.

pp. 44-57.

Dispel elementary concep-

PROCEDURES
Creative comment on the

tions of the first landings. early diarists, their
Shed more authentic light

attitudes and outlooks.

on the hackneyed stories of
the Pilgrims and Puritans.
2.

Bring about a penetrating

Reenactment of a witch-

realization of the fearful

craft trial.

harm that can be done by

developed to furnish

prejudice and ignorance.

assembly material.

May be
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Annotated Readings
1.

Willison, George F. Behold Virginia: The Fifth Crown:
Being the Trials, Adventures, and Disasters of the
First Families of Virginia, the rise of the Grandees,
and the eventual Triumph of the Common and Uncommon
Sort in the Revolution. New York: Harcourt Brace
and Company, 1952.
Readings:

2.

1.

The sailing of the Sarah Constant, the Goodspeed
and the Discovery for the new world. p~. 10-17.

2.

Jamestown settled. pp. 18-59. This includes the
trials of the men after Newport's departure for
England until his return in the Phoenix. The
recent credence of the John Smith memoirs are
taken into account.

3.

The Starving Time.

pp. 105-117.

Simon, Philip J. 1 g of the Mayflower.
Prian Press, 195 •
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Chicago:

This is the log kept by a fictious member of the
Mayflower complement. The language retains the
colonial flavor but is more easily read than Bradford's
Of Plimouth Plantation. There are historical footnotes. This book, however, is not indexed.

3.

Willison, George F. Saints and Strangers.
Reynal and Hitchcock, 194~

New York:

Readings:
1.

"A Waighty Voyage". pp. 121-138. Quotations
from journals of Cushman, Martin, and Bradford.
The characters of Miles Standish, John Alden and
Priscilla Mullins (Molines) are made real. The
frequent misapprehension that the founders of the
Plymouth colony were all Pilgrims is corrected.
The "Strangers" are here introduced along with
the "Saints."
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4.

2.

Signing of the Mayflower Compact.

pp. 138-147.

3.

Building of the Plymouth Colony. pp. 146-168.
The choice of a building site, apportionment of
work and supplies, and plans for permanent home
contrasts with attitude of men at Jamestown.

4.

King Philip's War. pp. 391-408. Gives the young
reader a clear example of how much more complex
is the source material than the brief text-book
account.

Boaz, Ralph Philip. Cotton Mather, Keeper of the Puritan
Conscience. New York: Harper Brothers,1928':"
Readings:

5.

1.

The beliefs held in the seventeenth century about
witchcraft. pp. 107-177.

2.

The origin of the witchcraft hysteria in Salem.
pp. 180-187.

3.

Outcome of witchcraft trials.

pp. 200-224.

Hammand, Esther Barstow. The Road to Endor.
the Book League of America,"7::940:-

New York:

A novel for the reader who desires more of the Salem
witchcraft trials.
6.

Commager, Henry Steele and Nevins, Allen (ed.). The
Heritage of America. Boston: Little, Brown and Co.,
1951.
Readings:
1.

The trial of Martha Carrier.

pp. 46-50.

2.

The trial of Goodwife Carey.

pp. 50-52.

3.

The executions.

pp. 52-53.
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IV.

UNIT III:

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

OBJECTIVES
1.

PROCEDURES

Understanding of the

Debate between "Loyalists"

diverse opinions held by

and "Patriots."

the colonists on the eve
of the Revolution.
2.

Skill in reading battle

Making charts of battle

maps to make intelligble

plans to use in explanatory

the reading of more ad-

talks to the class.

vanced histories.

3.

Insight into the economics

Individual assignment to

of the Revolution.

students with ability to
make lucid reports to the
class on subject of economic
factors.

4.

Revelation of complex

Class discussion of Arnold's

motivation to treason.

motivation.

Annotated Readings
1.

Malone, Dumas. The Story of the Declaration of Independence. New York: OxfordUniversity Press, 1954.
Pictures by Hirst Milhollen and Milton Kaplan.
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This is primarily a picture book that covers the
story of the Declaration from its background causes
to the present physical disposition of the document.
This volume answers almost any question that the
student can raise about the writing and the meaning
of the Declaration of Independence.
2.

Allan, Herbert S. John Hancock: Patriot in Purple.
New York: The Beechhurst Press, 1953.
This is the little-known story of a well-known name.
It furnishes the reader with much information background for a study of the American revolution.

3.

Bowen, Catherine Drinker. John Adams and the American
Revolution. Boston: Little, Brown and--a-o., 1950.
Excellent background of colonial life on the eve of
the Revolution, on the war itself, and the writing of
the Declaration of Independence.

4.

Alden, John Richard. The American Revolution 1775-1783.
New York: Harper and-Brothers, 1954.
This is a short concise account of the American
Revolution. It contains maps and a section of the
portraits of the prominent men in the conflict,
American and British. This is an excellent book
to be read before turning to the more detailed accounts
of the war.

5.

Bellamy, Francis Rufus. The Private Life of George
Washington. New York:~omas Y. Crowell Co., 1951.
A good introduction to a man over whom many scholars
have spent a lifetime. This may logically lead to
the more ambitious work by Douglas Southall Freeman
and to the literary oddity by Mason Locke Weims.

6.

Ward, Christopher. The War of the Revolution.
New York: Macmillan eo":'",1952.

(2 Vol.)

These two volumes may be read in their entirety by
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students who are interested in details of battles.
It is made very clear by accompanying charts and
maps of the battles and by a glossary of military
terms. The student who does not undertake reading
the entire two books may be directed to such
interesting topics as the battle of Trenton, the
siege of Ninety-Six, or the victory of King's
Mountain.

7.

Young, Eleanor, Robert Morris: Forgotten Patriot.
New York: Macmillan Co., 1950.
A new light is shed on the American Revolution
through the story of its financing. The student
becomes acquainted with many new facts about the
war as he reads about the neglected patriot, Robert
Morris. This book is valuable in that its setting
in the middle states, rather than the more commonly
treated New England states.

8.

Flexner, James Thomas. The Traitor and the~:
Benedict Arnold and John Andre. New York: Harcourt
Brace and Co., 1953.-This is exciting reading for the student who is
curious to find out the details of the life of the
well-known turn-coat.
V.

UNIT IV:

WRITING OF THE CONSTITUTION

OBJECTIVES
1.

PROCEDURES

Acquaintance with the

Written assignment of short

great men who lent their

biographies of these men with

talents to the framing of

emphasis on their theories

the Constitution.

of government.

Realization of the practical Class discussion directed to
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PROCEDURES

OBJECTIVES
utility of reasoned

bringing divergent view-

negotiation to arrive at

points closer together.

compromise.
2.

Added information on the

General assignment to be

function of the Supreme

read by entire class and

Court over that offered in

followed by objective examina-

the basic text.

tion.

Annotated Readings
1.

Van Doren, Carl. The Great Rehearsal:
The stort of
the making and ratifying of the Constitution o the
United States. New York: The Viking Press, 194o.""
This book is invaluable to the teacher in presenting
the study of the American constitution. The men who
were members of the Constitutional Convention emerge
as real people. Their intelligent compromises are
a lesson in democracy and intelligent statesmanship.

2.

Burns, James MacGregor and Peltason, James Walter.
Government & the People: The Dynamics of American
National Government. New York: Prentiss-Hall, Inc.,
1952.
Readings:
1.

The Supreme Court of the United States.
pp. 486-512. This portion of the book answers
the questions most commonly asked by students.
What cases reach the supreme court? How does
the court operate? What is the working day of
a supreme court justice? The development of
the court from its beginnings to the present is
traced.
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2.

The endpapers of this book are an easily understood chart of the government of the United
States that gives the students many ideas for
charts and bulletin boards.
VI.

UNIT V:

EARLY DAYS OF THE REPUBLIC

OBJECTIVES
1.

PROCEDURES

Insight into problems that

Discussion of the Burr trial

had to be worked out by a

to bring out realization of

government that had not

how institutions envolved

acquired a body of precedent.through practical innovation.
2.

3.

Fill deficit of information

Panel discussion of War of

on War of 1812.

1812.

Richer detail of the work

Individual conferences with

of Lewis and Clark and of

students at this point to

the early fur traders.

evaluate benefits of
individualized assignments.

4.

5.

Extension of information

Oral reports on the fourteen

over tbat of basic text on

topics listed in the two

the life of the period.

readings in this section.

More information than is

Panel discussion to be

given in text on how federal presented to the other classes
administration grew with
the nation.

in American History.
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Annotated Readings
1.

Abernethy, Thomas Perkins. The Burr Conspiracy.
York: Oxford University Press, 1954.

New

In addition to the story of the events that led to
the trial of Aaron Burr, this book gives the student
knowledge of the growing United States in the years
of Jefferson's administration.
2.

Beirne, Francis F. The War of 1812.
Dutton and Co., 1949.-- -- ---

New York:

E. P.

Very little has been written on the War of 1812.
This book provides material to round out inforIIJation
on this brief, probably unnecessary, war with England.

3.

Devoto, Bernard. The Course of Empire.
Mifflin Co., 1952.

Boston:

Houghton

Readings:

1.

Westward the Course of Empire. pp. 435-554.
A condensation of the journals of Lewis and
Clark. Maps of the journey and of the location
of fur trading posts.
This will be the first reading from this major
historian and should be accompanied by an
explanation of his painstaking work.

4.

• The Journals of Lewis and Clark. Maps by
__
E_r_w~i-n-RaisZ:- Boston: Houghton ~ifflin Co., 1953.
The erratic spelling of Clark is retained. Devoto
puts in some explanatory material. Enough of the
original journal is retained to keep the narrative
moving. The scientific data from the originals has
been much shortened.

5.

Chittenden, Hiram Martin. The American Fur Trade of the
Far West. 2 Volumes. Stanford, California: Acaden;ic
Reprints, New Introduction Copyright, 1954.
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For the student who is interested in the mountain
men, this book is a gold-mine of information.
Chittenden is the recognized authority in the history
of the fur trade. His books are the source for later
writers.
6.

James, Marquis. The Raven: A Biography of Sam Houston.
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1929.
This book takes the student from the early history
of Tennessee to the beginning of the Civil War. The
story of Houston's conquest of character flaws
makes it a good book for young, perceptive readers.
Buley, Carlyle R. The Old Northwest: Pioneer Period
1815-1840. Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1951.----rvol.
Readings:

8.

1.

Land policies, Indian ownership and removals.
pp. 94-115.

2.

Pioneer life.

3.

Ills, Cures, and Doctors.

4.

Sports. pp. 315-395. Corn huskings, courtships
and weddings, visiting, spelling bees, and
singing schools, pioneer dress and speech.

5.

Travel. pp. 395-500. Trade and transportation,
types of river boats, The Old National Road,
stage service, taverns, canal building, early
railroads.

6.

Schools, teachers and education. Vol. 11 pp.
326-400. School lands, old textbooks.

7.

Settlement of Michigan and Wisconsin Territory.
Vol. 11 pp. 43-160. The Winnebago War, Black
Hawk War, land booms and land speculations.

pp. 138-239.
pp. 240-314.

Brant, Irving. James Madison, Secretary of State 18001809. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merril Co.~1953.
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Readings:

9.

1.

Rise of the new Republican party.

pp. 11-22.

2.

The election of Jefferson over Burr. pp. 23-34.
Makes clear the method of choosing the president
before the Constitutional Amendment XII.

3.

Madison's appointment as Secretary of State.
pp. 35-47. This selection gives the student a
good look at the village of Washington TI.C. in
the early 1800's.

4.

The Louisiana Purchase. pp. 124-159. Madison
is seldom given the credit in history texts due
him for his handling of the famous purchase.
This selection gives the student an introduction
to diplomatic maneuvering. It concludes with
the great dinner given by Congress in honor of the
President and his cabinet.

5.

The treason of Aaron Burr and General James
Wilkenson. pp. 340-359. Documents in Spanish
and French archives have been used to authenticate this writing.

6.

Trouble with England on the seas.

7.

Jefferson's use of the embargo.

pp. 374-391.
pp. 392-403.

White, Leonard D. The Jeffersonians: A Study in Administrative History. 1801-1829. New York:
The Macmillan Co., 1951.
This book and its companion volume to be listed later
are indispensable to the teacher in explaining the
developments of American institutions. They should
be kept on his desk for reference and may be used
by the students when they become aware of their
unique helpfulness. They will not be read by
students as narrative history. A lucid explanation
is made of the beginnings of such governmental
institutions as the presidential cabinet, the postal
system, the treasury department, the war department,
the bureau of Indian affairs, and many others.
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10.

The Jacksonians: A Study in Administrative
History: IB29-1861. New York: The Macmillan
Co., 1954.
This book continues the evolution of American governmental institutions.
VII.

UNIT VI:

PERIOD OF THE MEXICAN WAR

OBJECTIVES
1.

2.

PROCEDURES

Introduction to superior

Discussion of Grant's

writing on subject of

talents as soldier and

immediate study.

writer.

Amplification of information Comparison of original
from original sources.

source information and

More mature evaluation of

popularizations of the same

the motivation of the

events.

expansionists of 1830-1850.

Discussion of evidences of
imperialism in policies of
the United States in these
years.

Annotated Readings

1.

Grant, Ulysses S. Personal Memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant.
Edited with notes and an introduction by E. B.
Long. Cleveland: The World Publishing Co., 1952.
Every student doing additional reading with an
American history course should be directed to the
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writings of Grant. His descriptions of battles
have been compared with those of Caesar's for
clarity.
Readings:

2.

1.

Causes of the Mexican War. pp. 18-26. Grant
briefly discusses the causes of the war and
goes on to describe army life at Camp Salubrity.

2.

Problems of supply. pp. 26-38.
advanced into Texas.

3.

Crossing the Rio Grande. pp. 38-56.
Introduction of General Zachary Taylor.
Battles of Palo Alto and Resaca de la Palma.

4.

Battle of Monterey.

5.

Seige and capture of Vera Cruz.

6.

Advance on Mexico City and the fall of Mexico
City. pp. 67-87.

The army

pp. 50-56.
pp. 56-67.

Commager, Henry Steele and Nevins, Allan. (ed.) The
Heritage of America. Boston: Little, Brown ancrCo., 1951:Readings:
1.

Noah Smithwick Takes t h e ~ to Texas.

2.

~ Crockett Defends the Alamo.
pp. 592-598.
Tliis account is from Colonel Crockett's Exploits
and Adventures in Texas.

3.

Sam Houston Whips the Mexicans at San Jacinto.
pp. 599-602. This is from an official report
by Houston.

589-591.

pp.

General Winfield Scott Captures Mexico City.
pp. 602-606. Taken from Memoirs of Lieutenant
General Scott.
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3.

Hamilton, Holman. Zachary Tatlor: Soldier in the White
House. Indianapolis: Bobs-Merrill Co., 1951.
Readings:
1.

America of the period immediately following
the Mexican War. pp. 13-37.

2.

Horace Greely and Thurlow Weed mold political
opinion. pp. 86-97.

3.

The presidential campaign.

4.

Inauguration of President Taylor.
VIII.

UNIT VII:

pp. 98-116.

PERIOD OF THE CIVIL WAR

OBJECTIVES
1.

pp. 149-161.

PROCEDURES

Increased understanding of

All the books for this unit

the underlying causes of

to be assembled as a room

the Civil War.

library.

Individual reading

assignments.

Evaluation to

be done through creative
writing based on background
gained from reading.

This

procedure applies to the
entire unit.

Procedures 4

and 5 apply to readings 4
and 5 specifically.
2.

Understanding of factors
that build national fervor
for war.
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PROCEDURES

OBJECTIVES

J.

Broader knowledge of men
who rose to cope with
crisis.

4.

5.

Clearer picture of the

Time lines and maps con-

chronology of the war than

structed to make graphic

is possible from study of

presentation of the movement

single text.

of the armies.

Acquaintance with writing

Comparison of viewpoints of

of eminent historians of the the various historians read.
Civil War.
Annotated Readings
1.

Nichols, Alice. Bleeding Kansas.
University Press, 1954.

New York::

Oxford

This is the story of the struggle between the
anti-slavery North and the pro-slavery South in
the years immediately preceding the Civil War. The
action is entirely within the territory and state of
Kansas, but the thinking of the leaders from all
parts of the nation comes into the discussion.
2.

Commager, Henry Steele (ed.). The Blue and the Gray:
The Story of the Civil War as Told~ Participants.
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., 1950. 2 vol.
These two volumes should remain in the classroom for
reference through-out the study of the Civil War.
Commager has gathered into these two large volumes
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first-hand accounts of every significant event of
the Civil War. The point of view both Federal and
Confederate is represented. Incidents of camp life
and of life of the families at home are included.
The songs of the Civil War and the poetry of that
period help the student to recreate the time.

3.

Thomas, Benjamin Plott. Abraham Lincoln:
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1952.

A Biography.

This should be read in its entirety. Mr. Thomas is
executive secretary of the Abraham Lincoln Association
in Springfield, Illinois and has spent years of
research in Lincoln literature, letters and documents.
4.

Sandburg, Carl. Abraham Lincoln: The War Years.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1939, 4 vol.
These books are exceptionally well-illustrated
with photographs and cuts of cartoons, letters
and documents. Although only a few students
will read the four books, many will turn to
them for a more detailed account of some episode
of the Civil War.

5.

Grant, Ulysses S. Personal Memoirs of U. S. Grant.
Cleveland: The World Publishing ITo.7 1952.
Readings:
1.

The beginning weeks of the war.

pp. 116-123.

2.

Grant comes back to the army as a colonel.
pp. 123-136. Action in Missouri under Fremont.

3.

Capture of Fort Henry.

4.

Capture of Fort Donelson.

5.

Battle of Shiloh.

6.

The Vicksburg Campaign.

7.

Battle of Missionary Ridge.

pp. 144-150.
pp. 150-161.

pp. 169-193.
pp. 237-308.
pp. 330-354.
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This reading includes the battle of Chattanooga
and the relief of Knoxville.

6.

8.

Grant commissioned Lieutenant-General.
pp. 354-362. Grant's journey to Washington,
D. C. and his first interview with President
Lincoln.

9.

The Wilderness Campaign.

pp. 391-408.

10.

Sherman's Campaign in Georgia.

pp. 380-390.

11.

Battle of Spotsylvania.

12.

Battle of Cold Harbor.

13.

Investment of Petersburg.

14.

Sheridan's Campaign in the Shenandoah.
500.

15.

Capture of Fort Fisher.

16.

Wintering at Petersburg. pp. 522-530.
Lincoln's visit at City Point. Efforts
at peace commissioners.

17.

Battle of Five Forks. pp. 530-538. Sheridan's
cavalry begins final drive of the war.

18.

Capture of Petersburg, fall of Richmond,
surrender at Appomatox. pp. 539-575.

pp. 415-428.
pp. 438-446.
pp. 446-472.
pp. 473-

pp. 506-512.

Davidson, Donald. The Tennessee. Volume II: The New
River: Civil War to TVA. New York: Rinehart and Co.,
Inc., 1948.
- - -- Readings:
1.

The fall of Fort Henry, the battle of Shiloh,
the battle of Chickamonga. pp. 5-76. The student
having read Grant's account of these battles
will be interested in seeing them presented by
a Confederate partisan.
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7.

2.

Gunboats on the Tennessee.

3.

Forrest's raids in Tennessee. pp. 91-106.
Students should read this with the information
that this carries a distinct Confederate bias.

Horan, James D. Desperate Women.
Putnam's Sons, 1952.

pp. 77-90.

New York:

G. P.

Readings:

8.

1.

The Wild Rose. pp. 3-55. This is the story of
RoseO'Neil Greenhaw, called the wild rose of
the Confederacy. It is not only a fascinating
espionage story, but valuable for its picture
of war-time Washington.

2.

The Siren of the Shenandoah. pp. 56-98.
This tells of the adventures of Belle Boyd
who was a courier for General Stonewall Jackson.

3.

Scout of the Cumberland. pp. 99-123.
PaulineCushman was employed as a spy for
General Rosencrans in his Kentucky campaign.

4.

Spinster of Rebel Parish. pp. 124-168.
The remarkable courage of Elizabeth Van Lew,
a native of Richmond, who stayed on in her
southern home through-out the war and did
valuable work for the Union both by relief
of the prisoners of war in Libby Prison, and
by sending valuable information to the Union
army.

_ _ _...,..,.. Confederate Agent: A Discovery in History.
New York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 1954.
Although this is primarily a story of Captain
Thomas Henry Hines, the other names familiar to the
student by now appear through-out this book of
Civil War espionage. It is well-illustrated by
many photographs and sketches.

9.

Catton, Bruce.

Mr. Lincoln's Army.

Garden City, N.Y.:
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Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1951.
This is the superb story of the Army of the Potomac
while under the command of General McClellan.
Mr. Catton is able to make the men and the time
come alive in very moving prose.
10.

---~•
Glory Road:
Frederiscksburg to

The Bloody Route from
Gettysburg. Garden7ri'ty, N • y •:
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1952.

The student whose imagination has been caught by
Mr. Lincoln's Arhy will welcome this continuation
o1" the saga oft e Army of the Potomac.
11.

- - - - • A Stillness at Appomattox. Garden City,
N. Y.: -Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1954.
The final campaign of the Civil War is the
subject of this third book by Catton. The student
who has come to appreciate Catton's literary style
will be rewarded by the reading of the final and
best of the trilogy.

12.

Williams, Harry T. Lincoln and His Generals.
Alfred A. Knopf, 1952.

New York:

Lincoln begins as an amateur in the politics
and warfare and grows to overwhelming stature
in statemanship and strategy. The student will
get a clear picture of the overall strategy of
the Civil War. Details of the campaigns are left
to other books.

13.

Bishop, Jim. The Day Lincoln Was Shot.
Harper and Brothers, 1955. -

New York:

This is a familiar title to most students. It
will be easily read and no preparation of
background data will be necessary because of
previous readings on the Civil War.
14.

Benet, Stephen Vincent. John Brown's Body.
Rinehart and Company,
1927.

me:-,

New York:
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If introduced by recorded readings of Benet's
poetry, student's will enjoy this Civil War story.
15.

Angle, Paul M. (ed.) The Lincoln Reader.
Rutgers University Press, 1947.

New Brunswick:

Angle's book contains excerpts from such outstanding
Lincoln authors as Nicolay and Hay, Beveridge,
Sandburg, Herndon and. Chornwood. It gives the
student much new information on Lincoln as well
as an acquaintance with these famous authors.
IX.

UNIT VIII:

THE WESTWARD MOVEMENT

OBJECTIVES
1.

PROCEDURES

Substitution of fact for

Individual reading from

misinformation received

entire bibliography of the

from television and cinema

unit.

versions of episodes in
Western history.
2.

Awareness of the inconclu-

Debate on the justice or

siveness of writing done

injustice done to Custer by

before all the facts are

historians.

ascertained.

3.

Experience of pleasure to

Class discussion of fresh

be gained from reading

information gained.

widely in history on topics
scantily detailed in a text
book.
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OBJECTIVES
4.

PROCEDURES

Amplified information on

Gathering of additional

history of students' own

items of local history to

locality.

be added to library files.
Field trip to Fort Simcoe
with students from other
sections of the American
History class.

Annotated Readings
1.

Horgan, Paul. Great River: The Rio Grande in North
American History. Volume two.--Wew York:Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1954.
Readings:
1.

2.

2.

Charles Bent as Governor of New Mexico.
The massacre at Taos.

728-768.

Overland travel by the Sante Fe trail.

868-871.

3.

Cowboy life of the Southwest.

4.

The old Comanche trail.

5.

Outlaws of New Mexico.

pp.
pp.

pp. 871-886.

pp. 845-852.
pp. 853-867.

Devoto, Bernard. Across the Wide Missouri.
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1947:--

Boston:

This should be read in entirety and reference
made to specific topics such as buffalo hunting,
the trappers rendezvous, the smallpox scourge,
and descriptions of famous frontier forts.
Both the maps and pictures are to be studied.
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The pictures are a distinguished collection
of Alfred Jacob Miller paintings that were discovered in storage at the Peale museum and here
reproduced and published for the first time.
The paintins were made on an expedition into the
West in 1837-38.
Nevins, Allan. Fremont: Pathmaker of the West.
New York: Longmans, Green and co:-;- 1955:-This book is to be read with constant reference
to maps. Fremont is presented in a favorable
light in episodes, even his handling of the
Missouri campaign of the Civil War. This may
help the stu1ent to begin his critical
evaluation of the work of different historians.
4.

Lavender, David. Bent's Fort.
Doubleday and Co., 195:r;-

Garden City, N.Y.:

The Sante Fe trail, the fur trade of the Southwest, the building of incredible Bent's fort
and its tragic destruction is told in excellent
prose. The student will learn more of the mountain
men and explorers he has met in previous books.

5.

Botkin, B. A. (ed.) A Treasury of Western Folklore.
New York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 1951.
Using the index, the student can find a story,
legend or actual incident concerning almost
every name and incident famous in western
history. This book is to be kept in the room
for use during the unit.

6.

Emmons, Della Gould. Saca~awea of the Shoshones.
Portland: Binford and ort, 194~
This somewhat fictionized story of Sacajawea
will be enjoyed by the girls. The book lacks
literary excellence.
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7.

Case, Robert Ormond. The Empire Builders.
Binford and Mort, 1949.

Portland:

A collection of tales of the Oregon trail containing
the well-known names of Whitman, Spaulding, Lee,
Ewing Young, Jeddiah Smith and many lesser known
pioneers. It is well-written and authentic.

8.

McCurdy, James G. ~ Juan de Fuca's Strait: Pioneering
along the Northwest~dge of the Continent.
Portland: Binford and Mort, 1937.
The early settlement of Washington state is dealt
with in detail. The student will be drawn on by
encountering many place names already familiar
to him.
Howard, Joseph Kinsey. Strange Empire: A Narrative
of the Northwest. New York: William Morrow and

m-. 71952.

The comparatively neglected story of the half-breed
nation of Metis in Montana, North Dakota and Canada
is told by Mr. Howard who has spent many years of
research in the subject. This book needs careful
introduction and direction in use of maps.
10.

Winther, Oscar. The Great Northwest:
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1955.

A History.

Readings:
1.

What the Northwest was like before the coming
of white men. pp. 3-32.

2.

Hudson's Bay Com.pany.

pp. 33-85.

3.

American fur traders.

pp. 87-126.

4.

Early settlements.

5.

Steamboats on the rivers.

pp. 139-186.

pp. 187-205.
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11.

pp. 282-298.

6.

The cattle business.

7.

The coming of the railroads.

Horan, James D. Desperate Women.
Putnam's Sons, 1952.

pp. 256-281.
New York:

G. P.

The last half of this book is given to the
stories of the colorful lives of Calamity Jane,
Belle Starr, Cattle Kate, Pearl Hart and Rose of
the Cimarron.
12.

DeQuille, Dan (Wright, William). The Big Bonanza.:
An Authentic Account of the Discovery, History
and Working of the World-Renowned Comstock Lode
in Nevada. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 194r.Dan Dequille is the nom de plume of William Wright
a co-worker of Samuel Clemens in the Territorial
Enterprise in Virginia City. There is much
information of an on-the-spot nature of the most
fabulous of the mining towns.

13.

Graham, W. A. Colonel.
Book of Custeriana.
co:-;- 1953.

The Custer Myth: A Source
Harrisburg: The Stackpole

This book with its wealth of maps and pictures
and its quotations from many sources gives
the teacher a fine opportunity to point up
the methods used by historians. It also may
be used to call attention to the danger of
writing history before all facts are available
and while controversy colors writing. Much
is done to redeem the often maligned Custer.
The story is exciting through-out.
14.

Brininstool, E. A. Troopers With Custer: Historic
Incidents of the Battle of7;iie Little Big !i2££.
Harrisburg: The Stackpole 'c'o:'", 1952.
This is a shorter version and another author's
view of the Custer massacre of 1876. Many
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old photographs of the men of the Seventh Cavalry
are used.
15.

Lake, Stuart N. Wyat_i EarF: Frontier Marshal.
New York: Houghton Mif lin Co., 1931.
Mr. Lake lived two years with Earp near the end
of Earp's life to gather information for this
book. The student reads it with relish and
reaps a rich harvest of information of the famous
frontier rail-head towns.

16.

Horan, James D. Across the Cimarron.
Crown Publishers, Inc:-;-1956.

New York:

This book tells the story of the frontier
marshal George Bolds. It contains a good collection
of photographs of frontier towns and their citizens.
17.

Howard, Helen Addison and McGrath, Dan L. War Chief
Joseph. Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton Printers, Ltd.,
1952.
Young people will react with interest and sympathy
to the life-story of the Nez Perce who was gifted
with great native intelligence, love of his country,
and a military genius that held the U. S. Army at
bay for two years.

18.

Watt, Roberta Frye. Four Wagons West: The Story of
Seattle. Portland:Binfords and Mor-=r;-1931. Mrs. Watt writes the story of her grandparents'
trip by covered wagon from Illinois to the Oregon
country to Seattle.

19.

Bass, Sophie Frye. Pig Tail Days in Old Seattle.
Portland: Binfords aruflvfort, 1937.
Each chapter of this book tells why a certain street
in Seattle was so named. A childhood in pioneer
Seattle is the theme that holds the narrative
together.
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20.

Glassley, Ray Hoard. Pacific Northwest Indian Wars.
Portland: Binfords and Mort, 1953.
Readings:

21.

1.

Background of the Indian troubles.

2.

Cayuse War.

3.

Rogue River Wars.

4.

Yakima War.

5.

Coeur d'Alene War.

6.

Modoc War.

7.

Nez Perce War.

8.

Bannock War.

pp. 1-12.

pp. 13-38.
pp. 53-108.

pp. 109-142.
pp. 143-150.

pp. 151-206.
pp. 207-223.
pp. 225-253.

Splawn, A. J. Ka-Mi-Akin: Last Hero of the Yakimas.
Portland: Binfords and Mort, 1917.- - This book is one of the best on local history.
The places described are familiar and may be
visited on a field trip. Members of the Splawn
family will visit school and talk to students.
There is much information on Indian lore and
pioneer customs in this book of eastern Washington
history.

22.

Helander, Click and others. Treaty Centenial 1855-1955:
The Yakimas. Yakima: The Republic Press, 1955.
This is a brief history of tribal customs and
life of the Yakimas. The tribal leaders Alex
Saluskin, Eagle Sielatsee, Dave Eneas, Wilson
Charley, Watson Totus and others contributed.

23.

Guie, H. Dean. Bugles in the Valley: Garnett's Fort
Simcoe. Yakima: The Republic Press, 1956.
Mr. Guie brought out his book on the history of
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Fort Simcoe in its centennial year when the
restoration was nearly enough complete for the
dedication as a state park. The tragic story
of Major Garnett and his bride Mariana never
fails to capture the imagination of students. To
be read before the field trip to Fort Simcoe.
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